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Pharmaceutical Patents  
under the SPC Regulation
Ulla Callesen Klinge, PhD (Law), European 
Patent Attorney, M. Sc. (Chem. Eng.)
‘This book includes a comprehensive and 
competent analysis of case law and practice 
in the SPC system in Europe and provides 
clear and pragmatic tools to reflect and guide 
future practice. The entire sector is thoroughly 
examined and discussed in detail while at the 
same time always keeping in mind the high-
level perspective and not getting lost in details. 
In short: This book belongs on the desk of every 
practitioner in the field and is at the same time 
interesting for academics.’

– Matthias Leistner, Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität München, Germany

Key Features:
•  Broad, practitioner-oriented approach offers a useful source of reference 
 alongside practical guidance
•  Analysis of SPC case law in light of developments in pharmaceutical 
 technology, including both legal and technical aspects of the cases
•  Examination of the lack of clarity in interpretation of the legislation and  
 how this might be exploited by stakeholders

Oct 2022  286 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 737 4  £135.00 / $195.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Intellectual Property Law and Practice series

Causation in International Law
Alexander Orakhelashvili, University of 
Birmingham, UK
‘Alexander Orakhelashvili demonstrates 
once again his flair and talent for drawing 
important notions of international law out of 
doctrinal darkness, mystery or oblivion. He 
conducts the investigation on causation with 
his distinctive analytical style which combines 
comprehensiveness, thoroughness, description 
and a progressive spirit. The result is, as usual, 
a must read.’

– Robert Kolb, University of Geneva, 
Switzerland

Oct 2022  228 pp  Hardback   
978 1 80392 243 0  £85.00 / $125.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

English Corporate  
Insolvency Law
A Primer
Eugenio Vaccari, Royal Holloway, University 
of London and Emilie Ghio, Edinburgh 
Napier University, UK
‘English Corporate Insolvency Law: A Primer 
by Eugenio Vaccari and Emilie Ghio is a 
welcome addition to the literature on corporate 
insolvency and restructuring. It is written in a 
very accessible, yet detailed and thoughtful, 
manner. The authors are justly known as 
academic experts in this field and have many 
publications to their credit. In that light, this 
work should receive due attention as a primer 
for all those wishing to embark on the study or 
appreciation of this fascinating and highly topical subject.’

– Paul Omar, De Montfort University, UK

Oct 2022  c 378 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 408 7  £110.00 / $160 .00 
eBook • Elgaronline

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Research Handbook on the Law 
of Artificial Intelligence
Edited by Woodrow Barfield, has served as 
professor of engineering and is currently 
editor of the Virtual Reality journal and is 
a review editor for Frontiers in Artificial 
Intelligence and Ugo Pagallo, University of 
Turin, Italy
The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has made 
tremendous advances in the last two decades, 
but as smart as AI is now, it is getting smarter 
and becoming more autonomous. This raises 
a host of challenges to current legal doctrine, 
including whether AI/algorithms should count 
as ‘speech’, whether AI should be regulated 
under antitrust and criminal law statutes, and whether AI should be considered 
as an agent under agency law or be held responsible for injuries under tort law. 
This book contains chapters from US and international law scholars on the role 
of law in an age of increasingly smart AI, addressing these and other issues that 
are critical to the evolution of the field.

2018 736 pp  Hardback  978 1 78643 904 8  £247.00 / $361.00 
Oct 2022  Paperback  978 1 0353 0854 5  £45.00 / $70.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Understanding the EU  
as a Good Global Actor
Ambitions, Values and Metrics
Edited by Elaine Fahey, City, University 
of London and Isabella Mancini, Brunel 
University London, UK
This timely book investigates the EU’s 
multi-faceted development as a global actor, 
unpacking its legal mission to be a ‘good’ actor 
as well as exploring the complexities of fulfilling 
this objective. It elicits critical reflections on the 
question of ‘goodness’ in EU external relations 
from descriptive, analytical and normative 
perspectives, and examines which metrics of 
actorness are useful in tackling this subject.

Oct 2022  314 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 297 7  £105.00 / $155.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Studies in European Law and Policy

Intellectual Property Objectives 
in International Investment 
Agreements
Pratyush Nath Upreti, Queen’s University 
Belfast, UK and Stanford Law School, US
‘This timely and thought-provoking book 
greatly enhances our understanding and 
appreciation of the relationship between 
intellectual property and investment law. 
Informed by treaty texts, WTO panel reports 
and investment arbitration decisions, the 
book explains why we need to pay greater 
attention to the objectives of intellectual 
property rights while avoiding the short-
sighted view that treats intellectual property 
as mere investments. A must-read for anybody 
interested in intellectual property law or investment arbitration!’

– Peter K. Yu, Texas A&M University, US

Oct 2022  c 296 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 420 9  £95.00 / $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Intellectual Property and Global Development series

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Research Handbook on Law, 
Governance and Planetary 
Boundaries
Edited by Duncan French, University of 
Lincoln, UK and Louis J. Kotzé, North-West 
University, South Africa
‘The planetary boundaries concept provides 
an ideal framework for connecting science with 
law at the global level. This book explores this 
connection in great detail, from our undeniable 
need for limits and the fundamental 
concepts of ethics, justice and governance 
to the comprehensive assessment of the 
legal implications of each of the individual 
boundaries.’

– Will Steffen, The Australian National University, Australia

2021  416 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 273 0  £180.00 / $260.00 
Oct 2022  Paperback  978 1 0353 0812 5  £42.00 / $60.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Environmental Law series

A Research Agenda for Tax Law
Edited by Leopoldo Parada, University of 
Leeds School of Law, UK
‘Proving that tax profoundly influences all 
aspects of society, this volume includes 
reflections by the world’s leading academics 
on essential facets of taxation — from age-old 
questions about redistribution to cutting-edge 
questions about how tax can mitigate climate 
change. Touching on race, inequality, morality, 
technology, rights, and more, this book truly 
supplies a research agenda for tax law.’

– Ruth Mason, University of Virginia, US

Oct 2022  232 pp  Hardback   
978 1 80088 583 7  £90.00 / $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Research Agendas

Autonomous Vehicles
Tracing the Locus of Regulation  
and Liability
Atilla Kasap, Ondokuz Mayis University, 
Turkey
‘An incisive book addressing issues of liability 
arising from the use of autonomous vehicles 
as well as the appropriate timing and scope of 
regulation in this area. Kasap offers an original 
and insightful analysis of the current legal 
and regulatory framework in the US that is up 
to date with the latest relevant technological 
developments and scholarly contributions.’

– Apostolos Chronopoulos, Queen Mary 
University of London, UK

Oct 2022  214 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 442 7  £85.00 / $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook on 
International Law and Human 
Security
Edited by Gerd Oberleitner, University of 
Graz, Austria
‘The principles and values of human security 
are as relevant as they ever were to the 
challenges faced by the world, but the 
obstacles to human security remain formidable 
in an inhospitable political environment. 
This collection, bringing together scholars 
from across the globe, presents original and 
insightful perspectives on a range of themes 
related to human security, with an emphasis 
upon international law. It genuinely takes the 
human security debate forward, and it is an 
excellent resource for researchers, students and policy analysts.’

– Edward Newman, University of Leeds, UK  
and Former UN official, United Nations University

Oct 2022  450 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 696 0  £195.00 / $285.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in International Law series
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The International Legal System 
as a System of Knowledge
Ulf Linderfalk, Lund University, Sweden
‘Professor Linderfalk’s monograph is a 
fascinating review of international law’s basic 
concepts through the competing prisms of 
various theories, such as idealism, realism and 
positivism. Anyone interested in the dynamics 
of international legal reasoning in the context 
of current theoretical diversity in this academic 
field has to familiarise themselves with this work.’

– Alexander Orakhelashvili, University of 
Birmingham, UK

Oct 2022  c 272 pp  Hardback   
978 1 83910 557 9  £90.00 / $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Social Rights and the  
European Monetary Union
Challenges Ahead
Edited by Maribel González Pascual and 
Aida Torres Pérez, Universitat Pompeu 
Fabra, Spain
‘This valuable book comes at a key time: as 
the EU and its member states wrestle with 
the mid to long-term social and economic 
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
contributions engage effectively with the 
post-financial crisis EMU as a challenge for 
social rights enjoyment, while clearly locating 
that challenge in the historic marginalisation 
of social rights in EU governance. This volume 
will be of interest to anyone concerned about 
existing and potential mechanisms of social rights protection in the EU.’

– Aoife Nolan, University of Nottingham, UK

Oct 2022  238 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 524 1  £90.00 / $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

EU Industrial Policy in  
the Multipolar Economy
Edited by Jean-Christophe Defraigne, 
UCLouvain Saint-Louis Brussels University, 
Jan Wouters, Institute for International 
Law and Leuven Centre for Global 
Governance Studies, KU Leuven, Edoardo 
Traversa, UCLouvain, Belgium and Dimitri 
Zurstrassen, Sorbonne University, France 
and  UCLouvain, Belgium
‘A timely book on a fundamental theme for the 
future of European sovereignty, which brings 
together experts from the academic world and 
practitioners of industrial policy. The various 
case studies on key industries, the historical and 
legal perspectives and the comparative analysis 
with the experiences of the US and China provide a deep insight into the 
workings and challenges of EU industrial policy in this twenty-first century. A 
must-read for all those who feel concerned about Europe’s strategic autonomy.’

– Romano Prodi, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Policy at the University  
of Bologna, Former Prime Minister of Italy and Former President  

of the European Commission

Oct 2022  446 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 262 7  £130.00 / $190.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Leuven Global Governance series

Rethinking Historical 
Jurisprudence
Geoffrey Samuel, Professor Emeritus, Kent 
Law School, UK
‘Geoffrey Samuel is a leading legal comparatist 
and epistemologist whose decades-
long scholarship has made fundamental 
contributions to the nature and dynamics 
of legal reasoning in both Common and 
Civil law jurisdictions. Rethinking Historical 
Jurisprudence represents a major step along 
Samuel’s rich intellectual path. It makes a 
compelling – and much-needed – case for 
reconsidering what amounts to “historical legal 
thought”. Learned yet accessible, Rethinking 
Historical Jurisprudence is a must-read 
for all those interested in the history and 
epistemology of legal reasoning.’

– Luca Siliquini-Cinelli, University of Dundee, UK

Oct 2022  406 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 073 7  £115.00 / $170.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Rethinking Law series

Objectivity in Jurisprudence, 
Legal Interpretation and 
Practical Reasoning
Edited by Gonzalo Villa-Rosas, Externado 
University, Colombia and Kiel University, 
Germany and Jorge Luis Fabra-Zamora, 
State University of New York, US
‘An intriguing book with contributions from a 
diverse group of legal philosophers. A worthy 
addition to the literature on objectivity.’

– Dennis M. Patterson, Rutgers Law School, US 
and University of Surrey School of Law, UK

Oct 2022  312 pp  Hardback   
978 1 80392 262 1  £105.00 / $155.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

A Modern Guide to  
the Economics of Crime
Edited by Paolo Buonanno, University of 
Bergamo, Italy, Paolo Vanin, University 
of Bologna, Italy and Juan Vargas, 
Universidad del Rosario, Bogotá, Colombia
A Modern Guide to the Economics of 
Crime discusses the evolution of a field, 
whose growing relevance among scholars 
and policymakers is partly related to the 
persistence of crime and violence around 
the world and partly to the remarkable 
progress made in recent years in the economic 
analysis of individual and organised crime. 
With contributions from some of the leading 
scholars in the economics of crime, the volume 
highlights a variety of topics, conceptual frameworks and empirical approaches, 
thus providing a comprehensive overview of the most recent developments of 
the field.

Oct 2022  414 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 932 6  £145.00 / $200.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Modern Guides
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Pandemic Surveillance
Privacy, Security, and Data Ethics
Edited by Margaret Hu, College of William 
& Mary, US
‘Ruptures can help us see society in new ways. 
By interrogating the surveillance practices 
during the Covid-19 pandemic from different 
angles, the essays in this book insightfully 
reveal a range of challenges to privacy in a 
data-saturated world.’

– Danah Boyd, author of It’s Complicated: The 
Social Lives of Networked Teens

Nov 2022  c 256 pp  Hardback   
978 1 80088 940 8  c £95.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Law, Technology and Society series

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Research Handbook on 
International Law and Cities
Edited by Helmut Philipp Aust, Freie 
Universität Berlin, Germany and ILA 
Study Group on ‘The Role of Cities in 
International Law’, Janne E. Nijman, 
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
and Miha Marcenko, Assistant Editor 
‘Aust and Nijman’s Research Handbook on 
International Law and Cities captures the 
complexity, and the controversy, of the 
relationship between cities and international 
law in all its splendour. This is a skilfully 
designed and executed – and coherent – work 
from the leading legal scholars in the field. 
The reader is led through the history, structure 
and many of the current issues in what is an increasingly well-established 
field, both academically and in practice. There will be many more thematic 
avenues to explore but the principles and the path are set out here. This book 
will become a dear friend for many historians, political scientists and lawyers, 
to name but a few.’

– Robert Lewis-Lettington, UN-Habitat

2021  512 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 327 4  £200.00 / $290.00 
Nov 2022  Paperback  978 1 0353 0994 8  c £45.00 / c $65.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in International Law series
Winner of the ESIL Collaborative Book Prize 2022

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Future of Animal Law
David Favre, Michigan State University, 
College of Law, US
‘This impressive book brings together and 
adds to the unique, creative and thoughtful 
legal possibilities David Favre has posited for 
achieving meaningful improvements in the lives 
of animals. The book is highly readable, clear-
sighted, and ultimately optimistic about the 
prospects of legal change for the betterment of 
the animals with which we share our lives and 
the planet.’

– Steven White, Griffith University, Australia

2021  224 pp  Hardback   
978 1 83910 062 8  £80.00 / $115.00 
Nov 2022  Paperback  978 1 0353 0904 7  c £26.95 / c $40.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook  
on Legal Aspects of Brexit
Edited by Adam Łazowski, University of 
Westminster and Adam Cygan, University 
of Leicester, UK
Illustrating the legacy of Brexit, this timely 
Research Handbook provides a comprehensive 
and coherent analysis of not only the Brexit 
process within the UK but also what it means 
for both the UK and the EU within the 
framework of their future relationship.

Nov 2022  c 608 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 313 
6  £225.00 / $325.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in European Law series

The Interaction of Competition 
Law and Sector Regulation
Emerging Trends at the National  
and EU Level
Edited by Pier Luigi Parcu, European 
University Institute and Studio Economico, 
Italy, Giorgio Monti, Tilburg University, the 
Netherlands and European University 
Institute, Italy and Marco Botta, European 
University Institute, Italy and the Max 
Planck Institute for Innovation and 
Competition, Germany
This insightful book discusses the interaction 
of sector-specific regulation and competition 
policy. In particular, it identifies emerging trends and reflects on the nature of 
network regulation in the energy and telecom industries.

Nov 2022  c 296 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 869 2  c £105.00 / c $150.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

International Investment 
Protection and Constitutional 
Law
Edited by Stephan W. Schill, University of 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Christian 
J. Tams, University of Glasgow, UK
‘Thanks to Stephan Schill, Christian Tams 
and the colleagues they have assembled, the 
reader is given a wide-ranging insight to the 
various interactions between investment law 
and constitutional law. The book shows us 
that we are at a time of multiple encounters 
between these two bodies of law. The points 
of synergy and tension in these encounters 
are explored, such as the potential for shared 
values across these legal disciplines, the 
constraints that constitutional law imposes on investment law and arbitration, 
as well as the constitutionalization trends in investment law, among others. 
This is a must read book for those who wish to grasp the fundamental 
evolution of international economic law, and more especially investment law.’ 

– Laurence Boisson de Chazournes, University of Geneva, Switzerland

Nov 2022  c 386 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 041 3  c £110.00 / c $160.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Frankfurt Investment and Economic Law series
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Research Handbook on 
Fundamental Concepts of 
Environmental Law
Edited by Douglas Fisher, Queensland 
University of Technology, Australia
This expanded and updated Research 
Handbook delivers an authoritative and in-
depth guide to the conceptual foundations of 
environmental law. It offers a nuanced reflection 
on the underlying principles by exploring issues 
such as human rights, constitutional rights, 
sustainable development, and environmental 
impact assessment within the context of 
environmental law.

Nov 2022  c 520 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 831 0  c £205.00 / c $295.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Environmental Law series

Diversity in International 
Arbitration
Why it Matters and How to Sustain It
Edited by Shahla F. Ali, University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Filip Balcerzak, Adam 
Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland, 
Giorgio Fabio Colombo, Nagoya University, 
Japan and Joshua Karton, Queen’s 
University, Canada
‘Two generations ago, the international 
arbitration community comprised an arcane 
brotherhood – a mafia of the pale, male and 
stale. “[O]ur own cultures are largely invisible 
to us; they are simply our “common sense” 
understandings of the world.” The fascinating 
chapters in this book lift the veil on unconscious biases, demonstrating how 
inclusion is crucial to maintaining the legitimacy of arbitration today. I love it!’

– Louise Barrington, Arbitrator, co-founder of ArbitralWomen  
and of Hong Kong’s Vis East Moot

Nov 2022  c 328 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 003 0  c £110.00 / c $160.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

The Consumer Welfare 
Hypothesis in Law and 
Economics
Towards a Synthesis for  
the 21st Century
Fabrizio Esposito, Universidade Nova de 
Lisboa, Portugal
‘I have not often seen such an original, at the 
same time practically important and very 
concise and stringent work. I could not imagine 
one part in this book that should be deleted 
or that is less important. At the same time, I 
could not imagine a part that I would still want 
to see. It is an outstanding addition to the 
literature on law and economics.’

– Stefan Grundmann, Humboldt Universität, Germany  
and European University Institute, Italy

Nov 2022  c 230 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 964 0  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
New Horizons in Law and Economics series

Seville’s EU Intellectual Property 
Law and Policy
Justine Pila, University of Oxford, UK
‘The late Catherine Seville was a wonderfully 
meticulous yet wide-ranging and innovative 
scholar of intellectual property law. This book 
on European Union IP law, treating the subject 
as a whole in its own right, is characteristic of 
her contribution, and now, sensitively edited 
and extended by Justine Pila, continues 
superbly to combine overview with critical 
comment and analysis as both EU and IP law 
undergo some fundamental changes.’

– Hector L. MacQueen, Emeritus Professor, 
University of Edinburgh, UK

Key Features:
• Significantly updated and expanded since the second edition
• Precise and eloquent examination of all IP rights in the EU
• Coverage of the interaction between EU, National and International laws
• A key reference work for practitioners and academics

Nov 2022  c 720 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 639 8  £225.00 / $315.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Intellectual Property Law and Practice series

Mis-selling Financial Services
Jonathan Kirk KC, Gough Square 
Chambers, Thomas Samuels, Henderson 
Chambers, Lee Finch, Gough Square 
Chambers, London, UK
This second edition of Mis-Selling Financial 
Services is a practical guide to litigating claims 
arising from the mis-sale of financial products 
and services. It covers the history of ‘mis-selling’ 
litigation and provides an updated overview of 
the regulatory landscape and how such claims 
are formulated, as well as a thorough review 
of the key issues. The revised chapters give 
an in-depth analysis of the financial products 
which most commonly form the subject of such 
claims, from credit to collective investment 
schemes.

Key Features:
• Updated with new chapters on Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) and 
 unfair terms
• Explanation of the key issues and considerations concerning mis-selling 
 litigation 
• Clear and concise analysis on the law relating to the mis-selling of regulated 
 financial services products
• Overview of the UK and European regulatory framework governing the sale 
 of financial products, with particular focus on five key product types: credit, 
 mortgages, investments, insurance and collective investment schemes

Nov 2022  c 390 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 369 7  c £165.00 / c $235.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Financial Law and Practice series
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Research Handbook on 
Implementation of Human Rights 
in Practice
Edited by Rachel Murray and Debra Long, 
University of Bristol, UK
‘This Handbook offers innovative and multi-
disciplinary perspectives on one of the 
thorniest problems in the field of human rights. 
Theoretically sophisticated and empirically 
rich contributions from leading human 
rights experts and practitioners advance our 
understanding of the factors, and actors, that 
shape the processes and outcomes of human 
rights implementation.’

– Par Engstrom, University College London, UK

Nov 2022  c 368 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 227 6  c £175.00 / c $255.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Human Rights series

Research Handbook on Energy, 
Law and Ethics
Edited by Malik R. Dahlan, Rosa M. Lastra, 
Queen Mary University of London, UK and 
Gustavo Rochette, Movhera, Portugal, and 
Queen Mary University of London, UK
This Research Handbook offers crucial 
ethical perspectives on navigating the 
increasingly complex and contested landscape 
of contemporary energy law. Taking an 
interdisciplinary approach, it brings together 
diverse scholarship and expertise from 
academia, international organizations, legal 
practice and the judiciary to address wide-
ranging issues linking energy and law to 
ethical drivers such as wealth, peace and war, 
development, climate change, and use and abuse of natural resources. 

Nov 2022  c 560 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 082 6 c £215.00 / c $310.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Environmental Law series

A Research Agenda for  
the Gig Economy and Society
Edited by Valerio De Stefano, York 
University, Canada, Ilda Durri, Charalampos 
Stylogiannis and Mathias Wouters, KU 
Leuven, Belgium
‘This important volume lays bare the 
significance of platform work for the wider 
world of work and for society at large. Through 
a multidisciplinary perspective it addresses a 
myriad of issues concerning platform work that 
have not received their due attention such as 
occupational safety and health, discrimination, 
and gaps in cross-border governance. The 
editors and contributors have done a fantastic 
job in making clear both the exceptional – 
and the unexceptional – aspects of platform work and thus provide a useful 
guide to scholars, social partners and policymakers of how to shape the gig 
economy so that it can be of benefit to all.’ 

– Janine Berg, International Labour Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

Nov 2022  c 264 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 350 5  c £95.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Research Agendas

EU Competition Law 
and Pharmaceuticals
Edited by Wolf Sauter, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam and Dutch Authority for 
Consumers and Markets (ACM), Marcel 
Canoy, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and 
Economic Adviser to Dutch Authority 
for Consumers and Markets (ACM) and 
Jotte Mulder, Pels Rijcken, The Hague and 
Utrecht University, the Netherlands
‘Pharmaceutical and vaccine markets are 
highly complex. In European healthcare 
systems, the state is the major purchaser, 
and so ordinary rules of competition law are 
insufficient in themselves to respond to the 
various dynamics at play: cost-effective innovation; access to medicines; 
burden on the public purse. But competition law is one of the aspects of the 
relevant regulatory toolkit, so it’s crucial to understand how it applies. This 
cross-disciplinary and timely book goes well beyond the superficial, in its 
analysis and critique of contemporary developments and the direction of 
travel of European competition law as it applies to pharmaceuticals.’

– Tamara Hervey, City, University of London, UK

Nov 2022  c 336 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 440 7  c £110.00 / c $160.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
New Horizons in Competition Law and Economics series

Native Americans  
and the Supreme Court
M. Todd Henderson, University of Chicago, 
US
Although Native Americans have been 
subjugated by every American government 
since The Founding, they have persevered 
and, in some cases, thrived. What explains the 
existence of separate, semi-sovereign nations 
within the larger American nation? In large part 
it has been victories won at the Supreme Court 
that have preserved the opportunity for Native 
Americans to ‘make their own laws and be ruled 
by them.’ The Supreme Court could have gone 
further, creating truly sovereign nations with 
whom the United States could have negotiated 
on an equal basis. The Supreme Court could also have done away with tribes 
and tribalism with the stroke of a pen. Instead, the Court set a compromise 
course, declaring tribes not fully sovereign but also something far more than a 
mere social club.

Nov 2022  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 515 8  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

EU Pension Law
Yves Stevens, University of Leuven, 
Belgium
‘This book is a tour de force! Professor Stevens’s 
deep knowledge and scholarship enables him 
to explain clearly this singularly complex area 
of law. The book brilliantly covers the interplay 
between EU level legal rules impacting on 
pensions, from Treaty Articles to Regulations, 
and the reserved powers of EU member states 
to decide on the rules to govern their own state, 
occupational and individual pensions.’

– Philip Bennett, Durham University, UK

Nov 2022  c 328 pp  Hardback   
978 1 83910 179 3  c £100.00 / c $145.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar European Law series
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Handbook on Academic Freedom
Edited by Richard Watermeyer, University 
of Bristol, Rille Raaper, University of 
Durham and Mark Olssen, University of 
Surrey, UK
‘The Handbook on Academic Freedom 
paints an extremely disturbing picture of 
how, globally, academics’ ability to act as 
critical public intellectuals has been radically 
undermined by universities’ shift from a 
collegial to a managerial mode of governance. 
However, this is not simply a critique of 
the myriad ways in which academics’ 
“performance” is now constantly audited and 
monitored in a way that limits their freedom to 
perform their proper function, but also a much-
needed call to arms.’

– Julian Petley, Brunel University London, UK

Nov 2022  c 416 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 590 2  c £155.00 / c $225.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Regulating Social Network Sites
Data Protection, Copyright  
and Power
Asma Vranaki, University of Bristol, UK 
‘Asma Vranaki dives into power relationships 
online, in particular social networks. She 
critically surveys cyberspace regulation 
literature, and suggests an improved theory. 
The core of the monograph studies empirically 
issues of Facebook on data protection, and 
YouTube on copyright. The monograph is 
wonderfully written, sharply analysed, and a 
joy to read.’

– Arno R. Lodder, Vrije Universiteit, the 
Netherlands

Dec 2022  c 304 pp  Hardback  978 1 78643 214 8  c £95.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Law, Technology and Society series

Research Handbook on  
EU Migration and Asylum Law
Edited by Evangelia (Lilian) Tsourdi, 
Maastricht University, the Netherlands and 
Philippe De Bruycker, Université libre de 
Bruxelles, Belgium
‘Migration and asylum law is now firmly 
established as one of the core areas of 
European Union law. In this volume, Tsourdi 
and De Bruycker have brought together all 
the leading experts in the field and have asked 
them to explore the subjects they know best. 
The volume as a whole offers a remarkably 
thorough and stimulating panorama of the 
field.’

– Bruno de Witte, Maastricht University, the Netherlands

Dec 2022  c 544 pp  Hardback  978 1 78643 962 8  c £210.00 / c $305.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in European Law series

EU Regulation of E-Commerce
A Commentary
Edited by Arno R. Lodder, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Andrew 
D. Murray, London School of Economics, 
UK 
‘EU Regulation of E-Commerce: A Commentary 
is an invaluable resource for researchers and 
students interested in the regulation of digital 
environments. This edited volume contains an 
impressive range of scholars, and depth of 
analysis. In a fast-moving field, this volume 
covers the most important European directives 
and regulations dealing with subjects that 
range from copyright to consumer protection. 
The editors are some of the most recognised 
scholars in the field, and this is a valuable addition to any library.’

– Andres Guadamuz, University of Sussex, UK

Key features of this second edition include:
• thoroughly up-to-date analysis of decisions of the Court of Justice and the 
 Commission
• article-by-article commentary on the latest directives and regulations in the 
 field of e-commerce
• a unique structure featuring detailed tables of cases and legislation and 
 paragraph references, enabling easy access to all substantive legal provisions
• new chapters featuring analysis of services in the internal market, copyright 
 in the Digital Single market, measures concerning open internet access and 
 more.

Nov 2022  c 544 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 208 5  c £180.00 / c $255.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Commentaries series

The UNCITRAL Model Law 
on International Commercial 
Arbitration
A Commentary
Gilles Cuniberti, University of Luxembourg
‘Cuniberti’s book masterfully documents 
not only that, but in which precise ways, 
the UNCITRAL Model Law has taken shape 
differently around the world. It is of immense 
value to practitioners and academics, as well 
as jurisdictions in determining whether and, 
if so, how to newly implement the Law for 
themselves.’
– George Bermann, Columbia University School 

of Law, US

Key Features:
• Comparative and thorough analysis of the provisions of the Model Law
• Consideration of the interpretations of the Model Law adopted by courts, 
 with references to numerous cases from common law jurisdictions 
 (Singapore, Hong Kong, India, Australia, New Zealand, Canada), Germany 
 and Austria, central Europe (Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria), Spain, South Korea 
 and Egypt
• Insight into variations in the statutory implementation of the Model Law in 
 various jurisdictions across Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Latin and 
 North America, with the most common amendments identified and 
 highlighted
• Discussion on whether the amendments adopted in Model Law jurisdictions 
 should be persuasive in other Model Law jurisdictions

Nov 2022  c 560 pp  Hardback  978 1 78811 033 4  c £210.00 / c $295.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Commentaries in Private International Law series
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Research Handbook on Law  
and Diplomacy
Edited by David Stewart, Georgetown 
University Law Center and Margaret E. 
McGuinness, St. John’s Law School, US
‘A distinguished roster of scholars and 
diplomats tells the story of how law 
and diplomacy lace together to create 
contemporary international affairs. This book is 
the ideal place to see behind the scenes where 
professionals in foreign offices, international 
institutions, and academia draw together legal 
and diplomatic resources. It is an exemplary 
collection for scholars of international law and 
politics.’

– Ian Hurd, Northwestern University, US

Dec 2022  c 400 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 846 6  c £180.00 / c $265.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Law and Politics series

The Interpretation and Value of 
Corporate Rescue
John M. Wood, Lancaster University, UK
‘This is a timely evaluation of UK insolvency law 
that has a modern feel and will be important 
as the world emerges from Covid-19. It builds 
upon established theoretical approaches and 
adds fresh insights through development of a 
concept of preservation of value. It draws upon 
a good range of other sources, both legal and 
nonlegal, and will be inspiring to readers, as 
well as providing an excellent introduction to 
the subject.’

– Rebecca Parry, Nottingham Trent University, 
UK

Dec 2022  c 256 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 139 7  c £90.00 / c $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Comparative Constitutional Law 
in Africa
Edited by Rosalind Dixon, UNSW Sydney, 
Australia, Tom Ginsburg, University of 
Chicago Law School and American Bar 
Foundation, US and Adem K.Abebe, 
International Institute for Democracy 
and Electoral Assistance, The Hague, the 
Netherlands and University of Pretoria, 
South Africa
‘Dixon, Ginsburg, and Abebe have built a 
magnificent team of eminent scholars to 
guide readers through the largely uncharted 
terrain of African constitutionalism. Contextual, 
innovative, timely and brilliant, Comparative 
Constitutional Law in Africa is a must-read for constitutionalists and a much-
needed book on an understudied yet immensely important region of the 
world.’

– Richard Albert, The University of Texas at Austin, US

Dec 2022  c 352 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 688 0  c £115.00 / c $165.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook on 
International Arms Control Law
Edited by Eric P.J. Myjer, Utrecht 
University, the Netherlands and Thilo 
Marauhn, Justus Liebig University Giessen, 
Germany, Peace Research Institute 
Frankfurt, Germany and University of 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
This Research Handbook provides a broad yet 
detailed treatment of international arms control 
law. It takes stock of existing arms control 
agreements, addresses current challenges 
and aims to indicate avenues for the future 
development of this distinct branch of public 
international law.

Dec 2022  c 690 pp  Hardback  978 1 78811 189 8  c £240.00 / c $350.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in International Law series

Research Handbook on Secession
Edited by Jure Vidmar, Sarah McGibbon, 
Maastricht University, the Netherlands and 
Lea Raible, University of Glasgow, UK
‘Conceptualizing a Handbook on secession in 
international law based on the contributions of 
many authors is a particularly daring exercise 
in view of a historically controversial nature of 
secession. The Handbook takes a broad view on 
the concept and thereby succeeds in bringing 
forward a holistic approach to secession, which 
approach is to be privileged in modern-day 
international scholarship.’

– Ineta Ziemele, Judge, CJEU, former Judge of 
the ECtHR and Latvian Constitutional Court

Dec 2022  c 432 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 174 4  c £190.00 / c $275.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in International Law series

Race, Gender and Contemporary 
International Labor Migration 
Regimes
21st-Century Coolies?
Edited by Leticia Saucedo, University of 
California Davis School of Law and Robyn 
Magalit Rodriguez, University of California, 
Davis, US
Migrant workers around the world are subject 
to exploitative labor practices that give 
employers extraordinary bargaining power. This 
book brings together researchers, practitioners 
and advocates who explore the many ways 
that contracted migrant workers are rendered 
vulnerable in the workplace. In this book, the 
term ‘21st-century coolie’ is deployed as a heuristic that foregrounds the deeply 
unequal structures shaping the transnational flows of short-term, migrant 
workers. The term ‘coolie’ harkens back to the labor arrangements of earlier 
centuries that involved conscripted labor, indentured servitude and contract 
labor across national borders. Like those of past centuries, today’s ‘coolies’ are 
subject to legal constraints inside and outside the employment relationship 
that force them into subjugated positions within the workplace.  

Dec 2022  c 236 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 199 3  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Studies in Labour Law
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International Investment Law 
and General International Law
Radiating Effects?
Edited by Christian J. Tams, University of 
Glasgow, UK, Stephan W. Schill, University 
of Amsterdam, the Netherlands and 
Rainer Hofmann, University of Frankfurt, 
Germany
‘Few would deny today that general 
international law is pivotal in the everyday 
practice of investor-state dispute settlement. 
Matters of treaty interpretation, attribution 
of conduct or issues pertaining to remedies 
– among many others – have become the 
bread and butter of international investment 
law. This excellent volume, however, changes perspective. It assesses the 
actual and potential impact of international investment law practice on 
general international law: How does it shape, how do its investment law’s 
actors influence general international law? Such approach is fascinating 
not least because no other field of international law contributes as much 
to adjudicatory practice in terms of numbers of awards and decisions. The 
contributions in Radiating Effects intriguingly explore an understudied but rich 
topic, looking specifically at the law of treaties, international responsibility 
and dispute resolution. This book is a must-read not only for those interested 
in investment law and arbitration but for anybody who practices, studies or 
teaches international law.’

– Andreas Kulick, University of Tübingen, Germany

Dec 2022  c 432 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 405 2  c £130.00 / c $185.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Frankfurt Investment and Economic Law series

Art Law and the Business of Art
Martin Wilson, Phillips Auctioneers, 
previously Christie’s Auctioneers
In this fully revised and updated second 
edition of Art Law and the Business of Art, 
Martin Wilson, an art lawyer with more than 
20 years’ experience in the field, provides a 
comprehensive and practical guide to the 
application of UK law to transactions and 
disputes in the art world.
New to this Edition:
• Thoroughly revised guidance on new  
 anti-money laundering requirements 
• Updated discussion in the context of Brexit 
 and the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
• New coverage of the emerging issues such as the treatment of NFTs  
 and the increased use of internet auctions

Dec 2022  c 502 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 576 9  c £125.00 / c $199.95 
Paperback  978 1 80088 577 6  c £75.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Practical Guides

Research Handbook on  
Ocean Governance Law
Edited by Simone Borg, Felicity G. Attard 
and Patricia Mallia Vella de Fremeaux, 
University of Malta
‘This timely Handbook provides a sweeping 
survey of the fragmented and fast-changing 
ocean governance seascape. Detailed 
guidance is offered for navigating the 
legal complexities surrounding five topics: 
maritime jurisdictional zones; marine 
environmental protection including pollution 
controls and conservation of living resources; 
implementation of an integrated approach; 
governance in support of the Blue Economy; 
and maritime security.’

– David Vanderzwaag, Canada Research Chair in Ocean Law and Governance

Dec 2022  c 520 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 768 9  c £205.00 / c $295.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Environmental Law series

Conceptual (Re)Constructions  
of International Law
Edited by Kostiantyn Gorobets University 
of Groningen, the Netherlands, Andreas 
Hadjigeorgiou, Practicing Lawyer 
and University of Cyprus and Pauline 
Westerman, University of Groningen, the 
Netherlands
‘This volume offers a deep dive into some of the 
most interesting questions at the intersection 
of philosophy and international law. It is 
brimming with thought-provoking insights and 
presented in a conversational style that opens, 
rather than forecloses, the conversation.’

– Monica Hakimi, University of Michigan Law 
School, US

Dec 2022  c 272 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 299 3  c £100.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook  
on Intellectual Property  
and Artificial Intelligence
Edited by Ryan Abbott, University of 
Surrey, UK and University of California Los 
Angeles, US
‘A book of impressive breadth and thoughtfully 
curated analyses of doctrinal and policy 
issues at the intersection of AI and Intellectual 
Property (IP). The Handbook illuminates 
challenges across all IP fields and exposes the 
fragile normative bases on which many of our 
extant laws depend. It is a must have and a 
“go to” for meaningful engagement with the 
complex questions regarding the regulation of 
AI and IP — both nationally and globally.’

– Ruth L. Okediji, Harvard Law School, US

Dec 2022  c 528 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 189 1  c £210.00 / c $300.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Intellectual Property series
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A Research Agenda for  
Social Welfare Law, Policy  
and Practice
Edited by Michael Adler, The University of 
Edinburgh, UK
‘Michael Adler brings together a sharply 
focused selection of contributions that provide 
key insights into the issues facing social welfare 
law, now and in the future. This collection 
provides an in-depth discussion of the research 
challenges spanning different branches of 
law and methodological approaches, focused 
on different social welfare policies and on 
contemporary organisational developments. 
It makes a compelling case for how future 
developments in social welfare law, policy and 
practice need to be considered in a post-Brexit, post-Covid world. In doing so, 
it delivers a timely and significant agenda for research.’

– Gráinne McKeever, Ulster University, UK

Dec 2022  c 336 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 632 2  c £110.00 / c $160.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Research Agendas

Bankruptcy: Law and Practice
Alaric Watson, Gatehouse Chambers 
and Stephen Baister, Wedlake Bell LLP, 
Manolete Partners plc and 3 Stone 
Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn, formerly Chief 
Bankruptcy Registrar of the High Court, UK
‘A much needed, up-to-date, and wide 
ranging review and eminent comment on 
bankruptcy in England and Wales. This isn’t 
only a go to book for legislative updates and 
comment but the writers have considered the 
historical background and context needed 
when considering bankruptcy matters. This 
is an excellent read not just for industry 
professionals but for those with even a general 
interest in bankruptcy.’

– Ian Defty, Begbies Traynor group, UK
Key Features:
• Exploration of the jurisdictional and procedural requirements for initiating 
 bankruptcy proceedings and their immediate effects
• Insights into the role and powers of the official receiver and the trustee in 
 bankruptcy, and the administration of the estate and the realisation of 
 assets
• Investigation into the undoing of antecedent transactions
• Discussion of the processing of creditors’ claims and the distribution of 
 dividends and how orders may be reviewed, appealed or annulled

Dec 2022  c 400 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 590 9  c £165.00 / c $235.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Corporate and Insolvency Law and Practice series

A Research Agenda  
for Financial Crime
Edited by Barry Rider OBE, University of 
Cambridge, UK 
‘This is an impressive array of experts with 
practical experience of the fight against all 
kinds of financial crime. Their agenda for in-
depth research into the surge facing legislators, 
prosecutors, courts and regulators is thought-
provoking. Conclusion: unless Governments 
resource more research and take more effective 
measures to prevent and punish financial crime 
things will only get worse, everywhere and for 
everyone except the criminals.’

– Sir John Mummery, former Lord Justice 
of Appeal and former President of the 

Investigatory Powers Tribunal

Dec 2022  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 133 8  c £90.00 / c $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Research Agendas

Novel Beings
Regulatory Approaches for  
a Future of New Intelligent Life
Edited by David Lawrence, Durham 
University and Sarah Morley, Newcastle 
University, UK
‘As technologies lead inexorably to the 
creation of intelligent beings, the need to find 
practical solutions to questions of moral value, 
status, and resulting obligations becomes 
increasingly urgent. This important collection 
depicts challenges and marks a significant 
advancement in the field of biolaw in its 
articulation of potential proactive and reactive 
regulatory solutions.’

– Emma G. Cave, Durham University, UK

Dec 2022  c 256 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 925 5  c £95.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Interpretivism and the Limits  
of Law
Edited by Tomasz Gizbert-Studnicki, 
Jagellonian University, Krakow, Poland, 
Francesca Poggi, University of Milan, Milan, 
Italy and Izabela Skoczeń, Jagellonian 
University, Krakow, Poland
‘This volume makes important contributions 
to the literature on legal interpretation and 
is essential reading for any jurisprudential 
scholar or legal practitioner concerned to 
understand how the content of the law 
depends on the communicative content that 
lawgivers intend to transmit. A very worthwhile 
read.’

– Alexander Sarch, University of Surrey School 
of Law, UK
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eBook • Elgaronline
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Dispute Settlement for ASEAN 
Businesses under the Belt and 
Road Initiative
New Possibilities and Directions
Locknie Hsu, Singapore Management 
University, Singapore
‘Based on most up-to-date and empirical 
research of the Belt and Road Initiative and its 
implications for business, this ground-breaking 
book is of enormous use for practitioners 
and scholars. Written by a leading expert on 
international economic law, it is packed with 
many valuable examples, case studies, judicial 
observations and practitioner insights.’

– Heng Wang, UNSW Sydney, Australia

Dec 2022  c 196 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 268 3  c £75.00 / c $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar International Economic Law series

Derivative Actions and 
Corporate Governance in China
Jingchen Zhao, Nottingham Trent 
University, UK
‘Derivative actions are potentially powerful 
weapons; much has been written about them 
but there has not been a really comprehensive 
study of them in China, and yet they are 
prospectively of great importance. In this 
work, and employing several pertinent 
research methods, Professor Zhao engages in 
a very extensive critical analysis of derivative 
actions in China and in the broader context of 
corporate governance that is most admirable 
and robust. Furthermore the study is very 
impressively sourced and clearly written.’

– Andrew Keay, University of Leeds, UK

Dec 2022  c 296 pp  Hardback  978 1 78471 910 4  c £95.00 / c $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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International Human Rights 
Monitoring Mechanisms
A Study of Their Impact in the UK
Brice Dickson, Queen’s University Belfast, 
UK
‘This landmark analysis combines an insightful 
exploration of the complex web of human 
rights monitoring mechanisms to which the UK 
is subject with a rigorous and trenchant critique 
of both the UK’s engagement with them and 
of those mechanisms themselves. It is a tour de 
force and essential reading.’

– Sir Malcolm Evans, University of Bristol Law 
School, UK

Dec 2022  c 382 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 050 4  c £110.00 / c $160.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Regulation on European 
Crowdfunding Service Providers 
for Business
A Commentary
Edited by Eugenia Macchiavello, University 
of Genoa, Italy 
This innovative Commentary boasts 
contributions from internationally renowned 
experts with extensive and diverse 
backgrounds, providing a comprehensive, 
critical, article-by-article and thematic analysis 
of the EU Regulation No 1503/2020 on 
European Crowdfunding Service Providers for 
Business (ECSPR). Chapters analyse Member 
States’ adaptation of their legal frameworks to 
the ECSPR, underlying similarities, divergences, additional problematic issues 
and residual regulatory fragmentation. 

Key Features:
• A theoretical and cross-sectoral approach to crowdfunding services and 
 relative regulations
• Constant comparison of ECSPR’s provisions with other similar or interrelated 
 EU frameworks
• An article-by-article and thematic analysis of the ECSPR, underlying its 
 strengths, innovative characters, and problematic aspects.
• Analysis of the implementation of the ECSPR in different countries and 
 adaptation of their legal frameworks, including France, Germany, Italy, 
 Portugal, Spain, the Netherlands, Nordic countries and the Baltics

Dec 2022  c 672 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 993 8  c £185.00 / c $260.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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The Singapore Convention  
on Mediation
A Commentary on the United 
Nations Convention on International 
Settlement Agreements Resulting 
from Mediation
Edited by Guillermo Palao, University of 
Valencia, Spain
This Commentary offers an article-by-
article examination of the United Nations 
Convention on International Settlement 
Agreements Resulting from Mediation (the 
Singapore Convention), as well as insights into 
the negotiation process through which the 
Convention was developed. It provides deep 
theoretical and practical analysis of the Convention and its consequences for 
the promotion of mediation as a mechanism to solve commercial conflicts with 
a cross-border character.

Key Features:
• A comparative approach with perspectives from five continents and a  
 variety of legal traditions
• Critical discussion of every stage from the negotiation to the conclusion of 
 the Convention
• Sound proposals for the Convention’s implementation and application by 
 States and regional organisations
• Contributions from a diverse group of practitioners and academics, including  
 some who were part of the negotiation of the Singapore Convention

Dec 2022  c 360 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 484 7  c £155.00 / c $250.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Commentaries in Private International Law series
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